STICKY HOOPS

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
Get the most balls stuck in your hula hoop!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
- 1 hula hoop per player
- Clear packing tape
- String
- Lightweight balls (wiffle balls, balled paper, etc.)

INSTRUCTIONS:

Setup: Wrap packing tape around each hula hoop, creating a grid. Then, tie a piece of string to each hoop. Hang the hoops in a place they can swing and move (ex: from a tree outside or the ceiling in your house.)

Playing the Game: Players will throw balls at their own hoops, trying to get as many as they can stuck in the tape. The player to have the most stuck in their hoops by the end of the game, wins!

Source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/106284958079168222/